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ABSTRACT

We compute the commulators of the regularized quantum stress-tensor of singleton the-

ories formulated on the boundary of ;i (p + 2) -dimensional ami de Sitter space (AdSpt-i). (These

are superconfomial field theories on Sp x S1.) We find that the algebra is not closed except in ihe

case of AdSi. It does contain, however, the finite dimensional AdS^i algebra SO(p+ 1,2). We

also find divergent, field dependent as well as field independent Schwinger terms (i.e. (he central

extensions), which, however, do not lead to anomalies in the algebra of the AdS charges. We also

give a simple derivation of the two-point functions for bosonic and fermionic singletons.
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To be submiiicd for publication.

1. INTRODUCTION

The proposition that the cosmological constant is not identically zero but very small (and

negative) has led to several studies on the physics in anti de Sitter (AdS) space (II- One then is

inevitably led to consider the most fundamental representations of the AdS group. These are known

as singletons, and were first discovered by Dirac [2| for the case of the AdS group SO(3,2). Since

then several remarkable properties of the singletons have been discovered. For exam pie, the single-

ton field theory can be described on the S* x S* boundary of AdS^i alone, as opposed to the whole

of AdSpt2 (3][4][5]. Moreover, it is known that one can construct, on purely kinematical grounds,

infinitely many massless states of all spins out of just two singletons |6|f4][5J. Flato and Fronsdal

(7j consider these masstess states to be bound stales, and argue that in order to obtain meaningful

interactions of these states in ihe whole of AdS space, one should quantize the singletons with an

unusual spin-statistics. An alternative interpretation of singletons has been suggested, according to

which the stales obtained by repeated action of an arbitrary number of singleton creation operators

on the vacuum are considered to be excitations of a supermembrane |8|[9J. This is based on the

conjecture that (he supersingleton action may arise from the supermembrane action in a physical

gauge upon expansion about a suitable supermembrane vacuum [10J[8][9].

The purpose of this paper is lo explore further the (super)singleion field theories [3t[ 11 ]

[12]. In particular, we shall study (at the quantum level) the algebra of the stress tensor, which

in the case of two dimensions leads lo the Virasoro algebra with a central extension. Of course,

many of the features arising in two dimensions are rather special, and are not expected to carry

over lo higher dimensions, but we would like lo determine to what extent they do. We shall find

that (he quantum commutators of the components of (he stress tensor lead to divergent operaior

valued Schwinger terms, as well as field independent ones (i.e. the central extensions). The lat-

ter are expected to play a role in the anomaly structure of the theory, which, if the conjectured

supersingleton-supermembrane connection actually exists, would shed light on the issue of the

critical dimension for the supermembrane. We shall not pursue this problem here, but provide

some of the tools which might facilitate its study. See also [ 13] for a study of several aspects of the

stress-tensors of confonnal field theories in higher dimensions.

The calculations are rather lengthy, though straightforward. The two point funciions play

an essential role. We shall provide a simple derivation of the bosonic, as well as fermionic two-poini

functions in this paper.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, (he improved stress-lensor for supersin-

gletons is discussed. In Sec. 3, the quantum stress-tensor and a regularizution scheme is defined

and (he bosonic as well as fermionic iwo-point functions are derived. In Sec. 4, the quantum stress-

tensor commutators are given. In Sec. 5 we comment further on our results, and state some of the

open problems. Some useful formulae are collected in the Appendix.



2. THE SUPERSINGLETON ACTION AND THE IMPROVED CURRENTS

Our starting point is the following Lagrangian for Ng scalar fields <p' and N> fermi fields

\A which are denned on 5 P x $' 1111[ 12):

^ { p - I ) 2 < ? '

(2.1)

Here \A is a spinor of SO(p, 1) where a is the spinor index which will often be suppressed, hij is
the metric of 5P x Sl with si gnature (—, + , . . . ,+) and h is the determinant of hy • The symmetries
of the Lagrangian (2.1) and the possible values of p and Mg are given in Table 1, while the properties
of the spinors \A are given in Table 2. Note that in all cases, the full bosonic symmetry is 5O(p +
1,2) xSO(JVa).

TABLE 1

p

1

2
3

4
5

Ntt

1,2,4,8
1,2,4,8

2
4
4

4

Bosonic Symmetry

5O(2,2) xSO{NB)
SO(3,2)xSO(Ng)
50(4,2) x SO(2)

50(4,2) x5C/(2) xS£/(2)
50(5,2) xSU(2) xSfJ(2)
SO(5,2) x <;[/( 2) xSU(2)

Supersymmetry

OSp(NB)\2)
OSp( JVfl)|4)
S[/(2,2|l),

SU(2,2\2) x 51/(2)
F(4) xS[/(2)

O5p(6,2|2) x5U(2)

The bosonic transformations of the fields are given by [ 11)

6<p! = &Qdi<p'+ {p - i)tlpQp'+ A'jV1 P,Q = O,1 p + l . p + 3 (2.2)

S\A = ^QV,XA + j ( V , 0 ) P Q V ; ^ + p Q n j ^ + j A ' V , , ) ^ 6 , (2.3)

where o;j = U|;aj|are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients which satisfy (see Table 2)

= 26TJ,
(2.4)

The A |f are the parameters of the 5O( Nti) transfonnations and the ^}JQ are the j ( p + 2)(p + 3)
confonnal Killing vectors of Sp x S1 satisfying

(2.5)

where V,^ = 5,f;- — r^-*^ is the standard covariant derivative on S

The supersymmetry transformation rules are given by 111 ]

where A, B label (possibly inequivalent) representations of SO( N«).

TABLE 2

8

4

2

1

P

p=l,2

p=5

p=3,4

P=l,2

p=l,2

p=l,2

v

CO A

A = ( 11 fs)

(<JI,' = i)

Spinor Properties

Majorana
a= 1,2, A" I,....8

Symplectic Majorana-Weyl
or= 1.....8, A,A= 1,2
Symplectic Majorana-Weyl
o = 1.....4, ^ .X = 1,2

Majorana
a= 1,2, a,6= 1.....4

Majorana
a = l , ...,4
Majorana

a= 1,2, ,4 = 1,2
Majorana
Q= 1,2

(2 6)

(2.7)

As shown in Table 2, the equivalent representations of 5O( NH) occur for MB = 1 , 2

and the p = 1,2 cases for MB = 4 . Note that for ( WJJ = 4; p = 1,2) the cr-mutrices are (he

SO (4) t -matrices and for (NH - 2 ; p = 1,2) they are the S0( 2) i matrices. Note also that for

NB = 2 ,p = 3 the a-iiKitrix must be in SOK NH) X SO(p, 1) space and it involves the 7s-matrix.

The symbols eA and TJA in (2.7) are defined as the product of the constant supersymmelry

parameters C^ and the Killing spinors £ ( r ) , i j ( r ) on S* x 5 ' :

(2.8)

(2.9)



The index r labels a spinor representation of SO(p + 1,2). This is due to the fact that
C* ' 1 must transform like the supercharge (see below) which must carry the representation of the
bosonic symmetries (the last column of Table 2, excluding the SU( 2) factors). The Killing spinor
equations for £(r) and t)'r) are given by:

_ 1 i.-,

(2.10)

The Noether currents corresponding to the transformations (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) and (2.7)
are given by

a, (

where the energy momentum tensor Tij, and the supercurrent S^ are given by

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

The terms in (2.11) and (2.13) proportional to the arbitrary constants ci, c% and C3 are the so-called
improvement terms.

The conserved charges corresponding to the currents (2.11)-(2.13) are given by

MpQ =

Tu'ftPxJff (2.16)

Q«t) * f <F*J%li

Note that the improvement terms drop out in the expression for MpQ and QAM •

In this paper we prefer to work with currents which do not contain derivatives of £* and
£<r) or, equivalemly, in which there are no terms involving Cl and rj(f). This can be achieved by
taking the coefficient cj, a and cj to be

c\ = yC
P - '

2p '
(2.17)

For this choice of coefficients the SO(p + 1,2) current and the supercurrent arc given by

(2.18)

M Si, (2.19)

where Tij is an improved energy momentum tensor which is not only conserved but also traceless,
i.e. Vif"-' = T\ = 0 (modulo field equations) and S\ is an improved supercurrent which is not
only conserved but also gamma-traceless, i.e. V<S^ = ^SA = 0 (modulo field equations):

(2.20)

(2.21)

The advantage of working with the improved energy momentum tensor and supercurrent is that,
their algebra now manifestly contains the finite dimensional superconformal algebra via (2.18),
(2.19) and (2.16).

3. HEGULARIZATION AND THE TWO-POINT FUNCTIONS

A) BOSONS

The covariant quantization of the action (2.1) is in principle straightforward and has al-
ready been performed for the case (p=2; N=8) in [9]. In order to quantize the bosons one proceeds
as follows. The most generut solution of the field equations that follows from (2.1) is given by the
following expansion of the N scalar fields iff on S1*:

(3.1)
(-0 m

where

p>-2

Note that for p = 1 there are the zero modes q' and p'. In the above equations Vp = f rkrr ' s

the volume of S? and D^,^[L~l) denotes the unitary representation malrix of SO(p + 1) for the
representation labelled by (. Some basic relations of the D-functions are given in the Appendix,
The range of the indices m is equal to the dimension dt of the representation labelled by 1. Since
the scalar fields <p' are defined on a coset space 5 P = ^ f f l the expansion (3.2) is somewhat

"T



restricted. To be precise, the expansion U.2) only includes the representations of SO(p + 1) which
on restriction u> SO(p) comain ;II least one singlet. These representations are exactly all symmetric
traceless representations of SO(p + 1). The dimension di of these representations is given by the

formula d . ^ ^ X ' y -

One next imposes the following commutation relations:

(3.4)G'.p'] = iS'J, [a't,4J\ = lof.oj/l =6"6uf, p= 1.

The other commutators vanish. The a'm, and tt{,a[ are now operators in a Fock space whose
vacuum | 0 > is defined by:

< > L | 0 > = 0 , p > 2 ,

a , ' | 0 > = 5 / | 0 > = 0 , p = 1.
(3.5)

The quantum energy momentun tensor is given by the expression (2.20) where the \pT

are now assumed to be operators which act in a Fock space with vacuum defined by (3.5). This

expression is supposed to be normal ordered with respect to this vacuum. We use a regularization

in which the equal time commutator of two such normal ordered energy momentum tensors is given

by: *

:\ = \\m : T(t - ie) ::
£-+0

: - : T'(t - ie) : : (3 6)

for positive e. Using this regularization it is clear that in order to calculate the commutator we first
must calculate the following basic two point function:

6IJG(lte) = | 0 (37)

where it is understood that for p = 1 the zero modes are omitted. In eq. (3.7) the i = (0i 0V)
are p angular variables parametrizing Sp and 7 is a function of % and x' which is given below.

We will first calculate the two point function G for p > 2 . Substituting the expansion
(3.2) into (3.7) and using the product formula for the D-functions given in the Appendix we arrive
at the following formula:

(3.8)

The D-function on Sp satisfy the following differential equation

(3.9)

Since the Geigenbauer polynomials C,r p also satisfy the same equation [14], it follows that

(compare with 113]):

i ^ ^ P ~ 2 ^ ^ ( p " (3.10)

(3.11)

The coefficient in (3.10) is determined by comparing the known expressions for Dj^i 1) and

where cos 7 is defined by

cos 7 = cos CpCOS8'p + sin Bpsin flj,[cosflp_i cos6'^ + sin 6^1 sinS'p_^[

P~ (0). Some useful identities involving 7 have been collected in the Appendix. Using the
defining property of the Gegenbauer polynomials

(3.12)

and setting X = y(p — 1), t = e" 2 ' , from (3.8) we finally obtain the following expression for the
two point function:

1 1

[ 2( cos 2 i t -cos->)! "r
P > 2 .

Note that

(3.13)

(3.14)

where Sp( x, x') is the delta function on Sr.

For p = I a similar calculation yields the following result:

G ( f ,e) = - — I n f 2 e " 2 l ( c o s 2 i e - c o s 7 ) l , p = l (3.15)
4ir l J

where T = (0 - $'). Note that if we take the limi t p —* 1 in (3.13) we obtain the result (3.14) plus

an infinite constant.

F o r p > 2 the two point functions for dgpp, ¥>do<p and d^ipduipiTC given in terms of G

by.

<0 \ipdop\O > =--—G, (3.17)

For p = 1 these two point functions are given by the same expressions up to a constant.

8



8) FERMIONS

In order to covariatuly quantize the fennions we first consider the most general solution
to the fermionic held equations, which is given by the following expansion on Sp :

i-i

where

For p = 1, the expansion is

p>2

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

Nolc that for p = 1 there are no fermionic zero modes due 10 the anti-periodic boundary condi-
tions. In eq. (3. J9) Vp • 2( v) *r/r( EJl) is the volume of 5". The index a = (a' , a) refers to the
spinor representation of S0( p, 1). The indices a' and 6 refer to two inequivalent spinor represen-
tations of S0{ p) for p = 2 and to two equivalent spinor representations of SO( p) for p J 2. The
D>

mm,(L~l) denote unitary representation matrices of SO(p+ 1) for the representation labelled by
j . The expansion (3.19) is restricted to include only those representations of SO{p + 1) which on
restriction to SO(p) contain at least the two spinors of S0(p) labelled by a' and a. These repre-
sentations are exactly all gamma-traceless symmetric tensor-spinors of SO(p+ 1). The dimension
dj of such representations is given by the formula dj = ( _?)|T \)t * ^ j . where dj. is the real
dimension of the fundamental representation of SO(p, I), i.e. 1 for p = 1,2, 2 for p = 2, 4 for
p = 3, and 8 for p = 4 ,5 .

One next imposes the following anti-commutation relations on the ^-oscillators:

P > 2

?} p = l (3.21)

The other anti-commutators vanish. The d*m and df are now operators in a Fock space whose
vacuum is defined by

< I 0 >= 0
dj | 0 >= 0

p > 2

p = l . (3.22)

Like in the bosonic case we use the regularizaiion defined in (3.6). In order to calculate
the commutators of the currents we first must calculate the following basic fermionic two point
function:

| 0
(3 23)

The second equation of (3.23) only holds if > is a Majorana spinor. The % = (8[,..., ^p) in ihis

equation are p angular variables parametrizing S^ and i is a function of x and x'.

We wiil first calculate the two point function GF forp > 2 . Substituting the expansion
(3.19) into (3.23) and using the product formula for the D-functions given in the Appendix we
arrive at the following formula:

(3.24)

By multiplying the r.h.s. of (3.24) with £>* *(L'~') and integrating over x' one can show that the
following relation holds

^ ) = IfiBV<*.*'). (3 -25)

where 6P{ x, x') is the delta function on S1".

We now calculate the two point function GF for p = 1 and for \ a Majorana-Weyl spinor.
Substituting the expression (3.120) into (3.23) we obtain

1 e~
P = l , (3.26)

where 7 = (S — $'). For \ a Majorana spinor one obtains the same expression plus its complex
conjugate. Note that

(3.27)
1

where 6(6 — 8') is the delta function for anti-periodic functions.

4. QUANTUM STRESS-TENSOR COMMUTATORS AND SCHWINGER TERMS

A) BOSONS

Using the basic rules (3.17) and the expressions (3.13), (3.15) for the two point function
G we are now in a position to calculate the quantum commutor algebra of the improved energy
momentum tensor f- After a rather long but straightforward calculation we have obtained the
following result which holds for both p = 1 and p > 2 (in the following equations (4.1-9), fti

refers to the purely bosonic pan of the total improved energy momentum tensor 71/):

(4 1)

(4.2)

\fvalx),foa(v)\ = -iVz
aS

10



1 4p V « l

4p l l

( p - 1 ) 2

1 4p*

(4.3)

P

--hok^ ( i , v)do i p (x) :.
P

The central extensions Coo.o«(x,y) andCoc,»i(x,y) are given by

(4.4) 2) v

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4 11)

—

— (ab <-» cd, s

P -

+ ^

~Vl

~

(4.5)

11

(4.6)

(4 7)

l)Afsin2»e

(Vj, cos -yVf cos Tf + Vjj, V* cos f( cos 2 ie - cos -y) (4.12)

It is instructive to consider the case p = 1 separately and to re-discover the known siring
results. First of all for p = 1 the r <j>2 [ x) : terms in the commutator of two T"s drop out. So the
algebra of f"s closes without the : #2(x) : operators. Forp= 1 the central extensions (4.11) and
(4.12) are related by Coo.oi = Coi ,u and they are given by

(4.13)C — (^73

where we have used the following representation of the delta function

+ constant.
- i sin 2 ie

i-j) 2ir cos2ie — cos 7

Defining the Virasoro generators Ln, Ln as follows

i r2* • - -

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

it is straightforward to derive from the results given in eqs. <4.1)-(4.10) and (4.13) the standard
string result:

[£,m,LB] = (m-n)L m + B +-^- (m 3 -n l )S m H . n i 0 (4.17)

and the same for the £„ generators.

B) FERMIONS

Eqs. (3.25) and (3.27) is all we need to calculate the operator algebra. The iwo point
function < doW > is calculated by first converting the time derivative into a space derivative by

12



using the field equation of X, After a long but straightforward calculation we have obtained the

following result which holds, up to central extensions, for both p = 1 and p ^ 2 (In the following

equations (4.18-22), Tij is the loud improved energy-momentum tensoT):

(P - 1) - lerms + bilinears in fermions (4.18)

+ (p — 1) - terms + bilinears in fermions (4.19)

{SA(x),Sh
B\y)} =

(4.20)

+ (p _ 1) _ terms + bilinears in fermions

+ (p — 1) — terms + bilinears in fermions (4.21)

+ (p — 1) — terms + bilinears in fermions (4.22)

The ( p — 1)-terms arise from the improvement terms in Ty and SA, and they may in principal

cancel on the RHS of ihe above (ami) commutators.

13

5. COMMENTS

From the results of the previous section we see that the stree-tensor commutators do not

close unless p = 1. Forp > 1, new operators such as doT,,,, occur on the RHS of the commutators.

The commutators of these operators will presumably give rise to further new operators, thereby

leading to an algebra of infinitely many local operators. This algebra contains the superconfor-

mal algebra, which in turn is known to admit an infinite dimensional extension [15]. It would be

interesting, therefore, to find a relation between the two algebras.

In the stress-tensor commutators, we have found divergent, field dependent Schwinger

terms. This does not necessarily imply inconsistency of the theory. In fact, we have found that they

drop out in the computation of the supeiconformal algebra of the charges. One way to search for

trace anomalies is to compute the variation of the stress-tensor under the (super)conformal trans-

formations [13]. For example, S(fot = [f tPay/^hfoiC,fo*] will now involve the Schwinger

terms occurring in [Too, fb«]. In this case, the trace anomaly, if present, would manifest itself as

an anomalous term in fijTou-
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AJ'l'ENDIX

Some Useful Ideiililies

OnS":

I V o , V6 ] Vc = hac Vk - h^ Va for any vector Vc

Conformal Killing vectors (See (2.5)):

Some properties of £){„„, and the angle 7 (See (3.11)):

A cos 1 = —

Vo cos i V cos 7 = sin2 7

(Fxy/^hDi
mm,(L)De

m,m,(L~i) = . r ^ L

15

no sum over m'

| a i m | 2 = 1

sign /i;j

p-limcs

/ 0 - i a " N

with a'-ci' + ff'*ffq = 2fio>,<j''cr'' + ff'a'" = 2« o i

^L-1) = +(> + I - i j ^

[(-px[(-pci

where A = cos2 ie and B = COST, an(J c i 1C2 are arbitrary constants.
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